SUBJECT: ARGENTINE HUMAN RIGHTS DEVELOPMENTS

INRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

RECENT HUMAN RIGHTS DEVELOPMENTS IN ARGENTINA ARE MIXED. THE GOVERNMENT'S RECENT ANNOUNCEMENT OF A RESTRICTED RIGHT OF OPTION PROGRAM TO ALLOW PERSONS HELD UNDER EXECUTIVE DETENTION TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY, ALTHOUGH POINTED TO BY THE GOA AS A SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE, IS SEEN BY PERSONS SEEKING THE "OPTION" TO LEAVE AS NO ESSENTIAL CHANGE OVER PAST PROCEDURES. THE GOVERNMENT STILL RETAINS THE RIGHT TO RELEASE ONLY THOSE PERSONS THAT IT CHOSES TO. LOCAL BAR MEMBERS WITH DETAINED CLIENTS HAVE DUBBED THE NEW PROGRAM AS "THE RIGHT TO PETITION". THE REAL TEST WILL LIE IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM. PERMANENT ASSEMBLY AND LEAGUE FOR THE RIGHT OF MAN MEMBERS STATE THAT THEY HAVE BEEN RECEIVING ABOUT THE SAME NUMBER OF REPORTED DISAPPEARANCES OVER THE LAST FEW MONTHS. THE POSITIVE NEWS IS THAT HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS ARE GAINING IN STRENGTH. THE RECENT "MOTHER'S DAY" PETITION AND DEMONSTRATION ARE VIEWED AS HAVING NOT ONLY SENT A SIGNAL TO THE JUNTA REGARDING THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE DISAPPEARANCE PROBLEM, BUT ALSO HAVING STRENGTHENED THE COMMITMENT OF THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED. THE MOST SOBERING DEVELOPMENT IS THE EXPECTED RETENTION AND IN SOME CASES PROMOTION OF SENIOR ARGENTINE HARD-LINE MILITARY OFFICIALS CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH THE ANTI-TERRORIST AND ANTI-SUBVERSIVE CAMPAIGNS. HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS HAD HOPED EARLIER THAT THIS YEAR'S CYCLE OF PROMOTIONS AND RETIREMENTS WOULD SEE NEW, MORE MODERATE OFFICERS MOVING INTO POSITIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY RELATING TO THE ANTI-SUBVERSIVE PROGRAMS. END SUMMARY.
RESPONSIVE TO WORKER PROBLEMS, THE GOVERNMENT-INTERVENED NATIONAL TRADE UNION CENTRAL (CGT) HAS ESTABLISHED A SUBCOMMITTEE OF TRADE UNION LEADERS TO DEAL WITH THE QUESTION OF TRADE UNION DETAINNEES AND DISAPPEARED. AS A FIRST STEP THE MILITARY OFFICER PRESIDING OVER THE COMMITTEE ASKED ITS MEMBERS TO PREPARE A LIST OF ALL LABOR LEADERS AND WORKERS WHO HAVE EITHER DISAPPEARED IN RECENT YEARS OR ARE BEING DETAINED. WHETHER THIS IS A SERIOUS EFFORT TO ASSESS THIS PROBLEM OR LABOR MINISTRY EYEWASH REMAINS TO BE SEEN. THIS DEVELOPMENT TAKES PLACE AGAINST A BACKDROP OF HEIGHTENING WORKER DISCONTENT AND STRIKES OVER ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND A GOVERNMENT RESPONSE WHICH SEES THE PROTEST AS AT LEAST PARTIALLY INSPIRED BY LEFTIST AND TERRORIST AGITATORS.
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2. POSSIBILITY OF DISBANDMENT OF JOINT SECURITY FORCES ----- ARGENTINE FOREIGN OFFICE POLICY COORDINATOR, CAPT. RAUL NELSON CASTRO (WHO HAS JUST BEEN TRANSFERRED BACK TO THE NAVY) INDICATED TOEMBOFF IN EARLY OCTOBER THAT AS PART OF THE PRESIDENT'S "PEACE BY CHRISTMAS PLAN", THE GOA WAS CONSIDERING DISBANDING ITS JOINT SECURITY OPERATIONS UNITS. THESE UNITS ARE COMPOSED OF POLICE AND MILITARY ELEMENTS, AS WELL AS SPECIAL CONTRACT PERSONNEL. ACCORDING TO CASTRO, IT IS THE GOVERNMENT'S WISH TO RETURN ALL SECURITY OPERATIONS TO THE REGULAR POLICE/RU/MI MILITARY INTELLIGENCE UNITS BY YEAR'S END. HE INDICATED THAT THE DISBANDMENT OF THE JOINT SECURITY UNITS WOULD ALLOW GREATER CENTRAL CONTROL OVER THE GOA'S ANTI-SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES. EMBASSY IS SEEKING MORE INFORMATION ON THIS.
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3. FALSE DENIAL OF HABEAS CORPUS PETITION ----- THE ARGENTINE PERMANENT ASSEMBLY FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IS CONSIDERING A LEGAL CHALLENGE TO THE FALSE -- OR AT BEST "PREMATURE" REPLY GIVEN TO A HABEAS CORPUS PETITION FILED FOR ITS KIDNAPPED CO-PRESIDENT ALFREDO BRAVO. IMMEDIATELY AFTER BRAVO'S KIDNAPPING, A HABEAS CORPUS PETITION WAS FILED AND JUDICIAL INQUIRIES WERE SENT TO A NUMBER OF POLICE AND MILITARY UNITS WHO MIGHT BE HOLDING THE ARGENTINE LABOR AND HUMAN RIGHTS LEADER. THE FIRST ARMY CORPS FORMALLY REPLIED THAT BRAVO WAS NOT BEING DETAINED. HOWEVER, WHEN THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR ANNOUNCED THE "REAPPEARANCE" OF BRAVO, IT STATED THAT HE HAD BEEN HELD UNDER DETENTION BY ORDER OF GENERAL SUAREZ MASON, COMMANDER OF THE FIRST CORPS. THE ASSEMBLY MAY DELAY ACTION UNTIL BRAVO IS RELEASED, BUT THE CASE IS AN IMPORTANT DEMONSTRATION OF THE FUTILITY OF THE PRESENT HABEAS CORPUS PROCEEDINGS.
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4. DANISH UNDERTAKE HUMAN RIGHTS CASE WORK ----- ON SEPTEMBER 29 AN OFFICER OF THE DANISH EMBASSY ASKED FOR U.S. ASSISTANCE IN LOCATING TWO "DISAPPEARED" ARGENTINE
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COUPLES -- DR. IGNACIO IKONICOFF AND MARIA BEDOYAN; HAROLD
LOGITURATO AND LILIANA GALLETTI. ALTHOUGH DENMARK, LIKE ITS EC
COLLEAGUES, HAS DECIDED NOT TO MAKE GENERAL BILATERAL HUMAN RIGHTS
DEMARCHES, ITS EMBASSY HERE IS UNDERTAKING "QUIET INVESTIGATIONS"
ON BEHALF OF HIGH INTEREST CASES.

5. GOVERNMENT'S VOLUNTARY SURRENDER PROGRAM CONTINUES -------
WEEKLY PRESS PUBLICITY IS BEING GIVEN TO THE REDUCED SENTENCES
BEING LEVIED AGAINST FORMER SUBVERSIVES WHO HAVE VOLUNTARILY
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Those detained without charges, the reestablishment of the constitutional right of option and trial according to national law of persons properly charged. Three other petitions on the problem of the "desaparecidos" appeared as nearly full page advertisements in La Prensa in recent weeks. Two of the ads were funded by the "Familiares de Detenidos y Desaparecidos" and the other was funded by the contributions of the mothers of the Plaza de Mayo. A counter advertisement appeared in Clarin signed by "Coordinador Federico Volpe". Its major caption was "human rights for all and human duties for all". The text pointed out that subversives are the first to call for human rights, but are also the first to violate them by killing innocent men, women and children.

A religious group also is planning to undertake human rights activities. A Catholic, Protestant, Jewish organization -- the Institute for Higher Religious Studies -- is starting to plan a mass demonstration during the Christmas season in Buenos Aires to pray for peace.

7. High interest cases

With the exception of the release of Mrs. Deutsch and her two eldest daughters, there has been little movement among the high visibility cases.

Although the subversion investigation against former La Opinion publisher Timerman has been dropped "for lack of merit" (i.e. insufficient evidence), his family's keen expectation of his early release has not materialized. (See BA 7716.) The family has now decided to pursue legal remedies through a petition for habeas corpus. This is the first time the family has gone public. On October 31, the Federal Court of Appeals asked the First Army Corps to affirm that Timerman is no longer being held for investigation of subversion by the Second Special Military Court. At the same time, the court requested the Ministry of Interior to provide the reasons for the continued executive detention of Mr. Timerman. The family's lawyer told the Embassy privately that he was optimistic from a legal point of view, but he feared that decisions in the case would continue to be made on political grounds. (A positive precedent was announced on November 1, when a federal judge ordered immediate freedom for a businessman held under executive detention for illegal sugar transactions. The judge held that the executive's state of siege powers related only to preserving law and order, not illicit marketing.)

In the Alfredo Bravo case, newspaper advertisements and petitions have failed to end the executive detention of this important labor and human rights leader.
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THE DISAPPEARANCE OF FORMER ARGENTINE AMBASSADOR TO VENEZUELA HECTOR HIDALGO SOLA WAS BROUGHT AGAIN BEFORE THE PUBLIC'S FADING ATTENTION BY GOA'S ANNOUNCEMENT ON OCTOBER 27 THAT IT WILL FILL HIS VACANT POST IN CARACAS WITH CAREER DIPLOMAT CARLOS FEDERICO BARTFELD. MOST LOCAL OBSERVERS BELIEVE THAT BY NOW SOLA HAS PROBABLY BEEN ELIMINATED BY HIS CAPTORS.

8. UK REJECTS SMALL ARMS SALE --
IN LINE WITH A RECOMMENDATION FROM THEIR EMBASSY IN BUENOS AIRES, THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT TURNED DOWN THE SALE OF TWO DOZEN SOUND SUTPRESSED SUBMACHINE GUNS TO ARGENTINA. THE PURCHASING ORGANIZATION OF RECORD WAS THE BUENOS AIRES PROVINCE PRISON AT LA PLATA. BRITISH EMBASSY SOURCES INDICATE THAT THERE WAS NO JUSTIFICATION FOR "PRISON AUTHORITIES" ORDERING COMMANDO TYPE WEAPONS. THE BRITISH ARE PREPARED TO SUPPLY LARGE WEAPON SYSTEMS TO THE ARGENTINES, SUCH AS THE SMALL GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER RECENTLY DELIVERED, BUT HAVE DECIDED AT PRESENT NOT TO PROVIDE ARMS FOR INTERNAL SECURITY PURPOSES.
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DELIVERED, BUT HAVE DECIDED AT PRESENT NOT TO PROVIDE ARMS FOR INTERNAL SECURITY PURPOSES.